




On Wed, Jan 16, 2013 at 10:49 PM, Mauro Di Nucci  <ffmauro@hotmail.com> wrote: 


HI there ,  i am writing to propose to make an art film/foto 
project, in partnership with you . It is rather simple, i just got this 
grand piano that is all together    .... but obsolete , not even as a 
liberado , works... : the pins all rusted,  untunable, boring wood, 
no fancy carvings, not even Ivory keys ...  but still holding it 's shit. 

A grand piano after all. 

Here is the gig ,  i am building a small portable redwood deck 
where the piano will sit, here by the ocean , on the  bluffs 50 
yards south of Enso,  I will take the piano there and for the next 
two months, I will  play over and over the same tune,  
a Schumann  Arabesque,  the piece will remain the same,  
but the instrument will change, it will go "progressively" out of 
tune, ( I ll  make sure to keep it dry if it rains, i dont want the 
hammers' glue to go bad). 

What the project entails is visual and audio documentation , one 
/ multiple cameras , at least once a week . Eventually the piano 
will be moved to the field between enso and our house and set 
on fire  as I try to play the piece one last time,  
or tango , there you go!  

Any interest, please reply , the  deck is being made as we talk, got 
the piano ready to transport, how is you traveling schedule for 
the next two months? 

Have you been watching the full/crescent moon these last few 
days? inside the gallery, over the window above the piano 
liberado , that west wall , the crescent moon in full , perfectly 
framed . 

And i wished i had a camera, and then i wished even more ,  
i wished for a friend with a camera to be here with me ,  
and this moon ! 

Looking forward. 






Half Moon Bay Bluffs 



The night was essential : under the cover of dark and thick fog, we rolled the piano  
along the bike trail on a dolly, and then when we got to the grass the wheels got stuck... ,  
what to do : we literally rolled the whole piano like a giant wheel to its final place : on the stage . 
Esther and I had a late night "premiere" , wearing a head lamp to see the music sheet , we played  for dolphins and 
whales. And will continue to do so every sunset for a while,  before the piano burns...  


On Mon, Feb 4, 2013 at 10:00 AM, <mauro@ensohmb.com> wrote: 


Well there it is,  
by the end of Kelly ave , few yards south on the bluff , overlooking the ocean :  
a stage with a grand piano and a bench .  











On Sun, Feb 3, 2013 at 12:25 PM,  
Mauro Di Nucci <ffmauro@hotmail.com> wrote: 



 The  sunset piano is out of control, 
face book  going virus , 


 people gathering there all day long playing it! 





On Tue, Feb 5, 2013 at 7:45 AM, <mauro@ensohmb.com> wrote:

It seems that we have ten days , not bad... maybe post it on face book and let people ask this guy 
who complained...or maybe we should be quiet about it and move in ten days , what do you think , 
write  to me at enso , my other email crashed, m. 


-------- Original Message -------- 
Subject: CITY OF HALF MOON BAY -- Re: "Sunset Piano" Art Installation on Coastside Trail 
From: "xxxxx xxxxxx" <xxxxxx@hmbcity.com> 
Date: Mon, February 04, 2013 4:25 pm 
To: <mauro@ensohmb.com> 
  
February 4, 2013 
  
 To Whom It May Concern: 
  
I am a code enforcement officer in Half Moon Bay.  
  
This is regarding complaints about the piano exhibit on Coastside Trail near Enso Gallery.   Please contact me as 
soon as possible so we can discuss the issue. 
  
It appears to be an unauthorized encroachment onto public property.  Please provide me with whatever 
documentation you have from the organizations listed on the exhibit which might help clarify the endorsements 
and authorizations for the project. 
  
Otherwise, please remove the piano – and platform – within ten (10) days.   
  
If you have any questions, please give me a call at (650) 726-XXXX. 
   
Sincerely,
  
XXXX XXXXXXX 
City of Half Moon Bay 
501 Main Street 
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 





Unfortunately my email crashed and i can't let people know what' s going on ,  
do you know of anyone that knows how to restart a password ?  
been trying for two days with no luck ! 
I guess we ll do a big valentine concert and then have my guys move it to the field ,  
we could film that too and call it "piano farm" , m. 


On Tue, Feb 5, 2013 at 3:05 PM, <mauro@ensohmb.com> wrote: 


Just met with a city code enforcer..., super cool dude with a big smile , he loved the piano but it is a state area , very 
hard to do it legit he told me , however he thinks i may have started a trend and maybe the area could be used for 
public art installations , however it will take some work  and time, he gave me 10 more days to keep playing. 





On Wed, Feb 6, 2013 at 10:01 AM, <mauro@ensohmb.com> wrote: 


The last sunset piano will be on February 14th, thanks to the City of Half Moon Bay. We continue to invite everyone 
to join us in giving this dying piano the last goodbyes. Performances every sunset for the next nine days. For 
updates, photos and videos see our Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/ENSOhmb 





Mauro ffortissimo, Performer Listener

Clifford Hunt, Poet Sit-In Performer 





Kris Sanchez, Reporter Rick Kowalczyk, Mayor 

Spectators Bassermann, Performer 







Paul Godwin, After Hours Performer 





The chronicle could have used fotos , not sure if they sending photographer  for interview,  
yes it's happening , and then the mercury news too , funny . Allison Lovejoy will play it on saturday ... 




On Thu, Feb 7, 2013 at 11:37 PM, <mauro@ensohmb.com> wrote: 


There are now more than 5 cameras filming,  
a crew from san francisco that is even getting a grant to  film it... 



Ander Meyer, Performer Lisa Chu, Performer 

Viviana Guzman, Performer Videographer





On Fri, Feb 8, 2013 at 11:08 AM, <mauro@ensohmb.com> wrote: 


Due to so much positive feed back  

and the "stop the burn" campaign ,  
the piano will have one more reprieve ,  

one sunset at the yacht club  
and one  sailing evening  

on a large boat  
for  one last breath ,  


maybe we drop it  

into the ocean ,  


m.



On Sun, Feb 10, 2013 at 3:40 PM, Mauro Di Nucci <ffmauro@hotmail.com> wrote: 

SF article tomorrow , kgo Radio live on tuesday , maybe NBC on wed...  gatherings of  a couple hundred now ,  
perfect weather ! , come back soon !! , m. 





tonight on the 11 pm news , tomorrow , another radio station... can't remember  which one in , in the morning , the 
L.A. times in the  afternoon, hard to believe ! 
The piano goes to the yacht club for a sunset on friday , then on last boat ride for a final sunset on the water on 
saturday, and  it will burn on sunday ,  
yes... , at sunset  , here at enso , on the field behind the parking lot.  


On Tue, Feb 12, 2013 at 4:00 PM, <mauro@ensohmb.com> wrote: 


To all of you, wow what a day!,  Monday front page of the SF chronicle in the morning ( got me free chai at petes ...) 
KQED at 11 am , KGO radio at 2 pm , and then when i am  about to play... channel 5  news  and 7 trucks with big  
antennas ,  fighting for a corner to set their cameras...  ( there were another 20 ) and put microphones on me...   



Alicia Vargas, Fire Dancer 





Half Moon Bay Yacht Club 



On Thu, Feb 14, 2013 at 1:04 AM, Mauro Di Nucci <ffmauro@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Just came back from one last solo show with "Estey" , tears in my eyes... , it was  the cold, or  so i told myself ,  
i really dont know if I have what it takes to burn the piano, honestly... 

Here is the brilliant "are you ready" idea : must contact Ellen Degeneres  show people , i  go along with all the 
scheduled stuff , she appears on sunday out of the blue to make me an offer, if i dont burn the piano she ll hand 
me  a check for $20,000 to restore the baby grand , and then: two scenarios, number one : we donate it,  all 
repaired,  to a  school , or two: once fixed we  go on  a sunset tour , maybe even back to Panama for a visit, and 
keep it rolling for a while .  

Look,  it is national news already why not carry it all the way ? with love .  
time is running out... 



Allison Lovejoy, Guest Performer 



Malesa, Fishing Boat Bill Long, Hitchhiker 

Steve Truso (left), Captain Swashbucklers



-------- Original Message -------- 
Subject: Hi, do you know anybody who took pictures of sunset piano? 

From: XXXX XXX XXXXXX <XXXXX@KQED.org> 
Date: Mon, February 18, 2013 12:51 pm 


On Mon, Feb 18, 2013 at 3:39 PM, Mauro Di Nucci <ffmauro@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Okey guys , the big guns want more , this guy from NPR is super nice , feel free to send them a load ,  
and dont forget to watch NBC tonight , or CBS or ABC... no al-jezeera so far! cheers!! 



Nani Venegas, Dancer 







Pillar Point Harbor 





Outside ENSO Gallery 



Julie Caine, KALW reporter Rachid Bousellam, Assistant to Mauro 

Mauro ffortissimo and Ander Meyer, Performers Witnesses































On Fri, Feb 15, 2013 at 10:37 AM, Mauro Di Nucci <ffmauro@hotmail.com> wrote: 

the platform left this beautiful green patch, people are leaving flowers ... , m. 
	 



On Thur, Feb 17, 2013 at 7:20 PM, mauro ffortissimo said: 


What did the piano teach me about death? 

the impermanence of everything.. .  
we are here for just a short period of time. 

i didn’t learn so much about death as i learned about life.  
bringing your friends and neighbors together.  

yeah we're going to die.  

the piano's kind of dead but for a hundred years it brought this amazing joy to a lot of people 
death is what it is.. . just another chapter.  

the piano's dead. i can't play it. but i'm going to do other things with it.  
and it's going to travel more than anybody thought.. .  

so, i guess i don't believe in death 

today i was playing as it was burning and it's just continuation you know. 
this piano went silent.. .  

when you think about it  - silence is half the music 
so they way i look at it, the piano is still sounding,  

in a very different way,  

in a much more visual way,  

so death.. .    
what death? 






On Wed, Feb 27, 2013 at 11:00 AM, <mauro@ensohmb.com> wrote: 


Regarding the SUNSET PIANO ,  
this is what i ve read :  

" when enough people come together to witness or be part of a creative process, this energy , as it gathers momentum , 
grows exponentially , it taps directly into the collective conciousness or unconciousness  
thru what Carl Jung described as MORPHIC RESONANCE ,  and so it seemed that is what happened  
with the piano on the bluff. 

With much gratitude , Mauro FF . 



Lars Howlett, Photographer (courtesy Bill Long - the photo being taken appears on the back cover) 



Epilogue by Lars Howlett 

I took 1,344 pictures of the Sunset Piano, eighty-one of which comprise this book. Blessed with clear 
skies and golden light, it was a beautiful sight to behold. Hundreds of visitors were quick to whip out 
smart phones, DSLRs, and video cameras to capture the moment. Many seemed eager to record the 
experience from start to finish, jockeying for the best angle, forever popping up in each other's 
viewfinders. I was one of them, hovering, framing, shooting.. . even utilizing a sixteen foot pole to get 
within inches of the keyboard or a bird's eye view for a different perspective.  

It was much harder to be still and listen. As Mauro delighted crowds with Beethoven, Bach, or Brahms, a 
sudden tango might shift my attention. I tried to sit and savor the moment, hear the eroding affects of 
time and neglect on this aging instrument, listen to questions that arose between chords and stanzas: 
What brought thousands of people to Sunset Piano? Is this a celebration of an abandoned elder or the 
desecration of a family heirloom? Should I keep the experience to myself or update my status and share 
this on Facebook? 

I've never had an on-line photo or video more popular than the clip I posted of the first performance.  
263 likes! 273 shares!! The Half Moon Bay Review saw the images and redesigned the front page to 
feature Sunset Piano. In print and on social media, the story spread like wildfire allowing many to 
consider the artwork in distant lands. It was incredible to read the responses: 'Amazing!' 'Bravo!' 
'Mesmerizing.. .' A few others called it a 'travesty', a 'waste', an 'ego trip.' I was quick to point out that the 
piano was beyond repair and to me it seemed like a death with dignity. What an incredible two weeks in 
the life of this baby grand! "If only we all got this much attention when we die," the previous owner was 
quoted in the SF Chronicle. 

With the ENSO Facebook page nearing 40,000 hits a day, I left for a weekend ski trip to Colorado, and 
returned to find the bluffs awash in a tsunami of people. I filmed Mauro walking between idling TV news 
trucks with satellite dishes towering overhead to broadcast live from the coastal trail. I had to stand 200 
yards away to frame the crowd during the last sunset on Valentine's Day. Panning in disbelief to record 
the thousand people gathered at the ocean’s edge, I regrettably missed the final descent of the sun 
below the horizon. 

Now we are left with the memories, the photos, this book. From the outset Mauro said the piano would 
be set on fire and, despite the need for an astounding amount of chemicals and torching to ignite, it 
surely did burn.. . brilliantly. I continue to ask Mauro about death, but he always responds with 
reflections on life. In the end, Sunset Piano was a celebration of humanity, the fragility of life and the 
practice of being present. It shook us out of our routine to share an unforgettable experience as family, 
friends, neighbors, and a community. Relationships and years can fade away out of neglect, but we can 
also choose to step outside, take a picture, and share a sunset. And yet.. . our days and opportunities are 
numbered, which is painfully true for us just as it was for the Sunset Piano. True beauty is a fleeting 
moment and sadly, there’s a last page to every photo album. 











Dedicated to the memory of Pepe Ozan 1940-2013. 
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